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ABST CT 
SPM Malay Language learning packag d v lop d for M ( ijil 
Pelajaran Malaysia) students. It can be u ed a a lf- tudy m ri l 
or teaching tool in schools. 
SPM Malay Language learning package focu s on th prop r 
preparation methods by providing guidelines and answering 
techniques to the students. It is a comprehensive tool that used to 
learn Malay Language effectively. The notes provided are from various 
researches whereas the exercises aim to help students to ma ter the 
language well. The students are able to view th ir own p rformanc 
and prepare themselves in specific topic they ar weak in. 
This softwar i d v lo du ing M di ir r 7, whi h 
includes text, graphic, sound and animation. 
As a conclusion, SPM Malay Language l arning packag i 
comprehensive learning package that helps student to achiev 
improvements in Malay languag . 
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University of Malaya Chapter 1 : lntroduction 
1.1 Introduction 
Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia (SPM) or formally known as Malaysian 
Certificate of Education (MCE) is an exam set by the L mbaga P lajaran 
Malaysia (LPM) for students in the fifth form. This xam aims to 
determine the capabilities of a pupil. Students who manage to pass and 
fulfill the minimum requirement will get a better chance to continue their 
studies either in the sixth form or enter the matriculation course in the 
university. Any courses conducted in Malaysia either from th 
government or private colleges, require stud nts to hav at lea t a pa in 
the SPM. Hence, SPM is the stepping stone for one's future undertakings. 
SPM consists of minimum nine pap rs. The mpuls ry ubj ts 
be include Bahasa Melayu (Malay Language Paper), Math ma tics, 
English, Morale Education (Pendidikan Moral) and History. El tiv 
subjects are Physics, Biology, Chemistry, Additional Math matics for 
science stream and Geography, Ace unting, iteratur , C nun r and 
Science for arts stream, meanwhile arts, Islamic tudies, Indian tudi s 
and Chinese studies are also offered. 
As the SPM exam is set by the LPM , it is impossibl for a t acher 
to spot the exam questi ns. A stud nt' r ul de nd n 1i I h .r herd 
work and dilig nc . h t a h rs c n inly giv' guida l ·, r omrn ind 
references, explain th' answ rinc l hniqu s and motivat th' sturll'l\l. h 
excel in the S M xam. 
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Recently, research studies have been carried out to help students 
to solve the various problems encountered in their studies. Th proje t 
that I am undertaking is to achieve such purpose. It covers the course 
contents of the SPM Malay Language paper IL It is done with thorough 
research to give everyone especially students the accurate and a go d 
reference. The element of information technology is blended to give th 
most technological guidance as to produce excellent result. 
1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this project is to: 
1) prepare the students for the SPM Malay Language pap r II. 
2) this is achieved through pr viding a set or xercise f r r vision. 
3) quick reference. 
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1.3 Scope 
The scope of this project covers the following areas : 
1) Comprehension (Prosa Moden) 
A good understanding of the passage and its flow are need d. The 
passage also contains difficult phrases to test the students 
language skills. 
2) Malay Classical Passage (Prosa Klasik) 
The passage describes the ancient Malay history and is written in 
classical language. It is selected from a range of books such as 
'Hikayat Gul Bakavali', 'Hikayat Merong Mahawangsa',' Iikayat 
Awang Sulung Merah Muda', 'Hikayat Sejarah Melayu' and a Iew 
other popular ancient stories. 
3) Poetry (Sajak) 
In poetry, flourish and hidd n meanings are includ d to t t the 
students' ability in understanding mod rn Malay p m . Th 
poems are extracted from popular po ts and p pular lyri s. 
4) Summary (Rumusan) 
The students are also required to sumrnari a long a sae I nEW ·, 
presentation, articles and ficti ns to ab ut 250 w rd . h passag 
may contain graph or hart in whi h th tud n ' n ·e l t 
interpret and ~xrra t th im ortant informatl n and figure.. Irr m 
the given chart. 
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5) Grammar Understanding and Language Skills (Tatabahasa) 
The grammar section is divided into two sections. They are : 
i) making sentences, a:nd 
ii) language skills. 
In making sentences section, the students are required to make 
sentences from the given words. The students must be able to 
differentiate the meaning of the words. The language ski Us section 
consists of joining a few sentences into a long sentence. It also 
includes converting a dialogue into normal s ntences. 
4 
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Chapter 3 : Planning 
1.4 ()verview 
Chapter 1 : Briefly introduce SPM Malay Language. The scope and 
objectives of my thesis. 
Chapter 2 : Overlooks the importance of Malay Language paper and it's 
contents. The benefits of CAL and the authoring tool used 
to develop the software. 
Chapter 3 : It is planning stage, where by I explain on achievement, 
resources, project schedule, work breakdown, process 
model, transition diagram and flow chart. 
Chapter 4 : It covers on requirement process, elicitation, sp dfication 
and types of requirements. 
Chapter 5 : System designing covers on the m th d 1 gy u d in 
designing the program. 
Chapter 6 : System development and testing covering the d velopm nt 
of the program such as coding, testing and documentation. 
Chapter 7: System evaluation emphasizing on str ngth and limitation. 
Future enhancement and probl ms fac dis also included. Un
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ty 
of 
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2.0 Literature review 
2.1 Importance of scoring in the SPM Malay Language paper 
The Malay Language paper II is one of the core pap r in the SPM 
examination. Hence, all students are required to get at least a credit in 
this paper. Failing to do so, a student will fall into the second grade even 
though he/ she scored all As in other subjects. Thus, the SPM Malay 
Language paper is the most important paper It is also one of the 
requirements that must be fulfilled in order for a student to enter into a 
local university. 
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2.2 Contents 
SECTION MARKS(%) CONTENTS R MARKS 
1 30 Summary Compulsory 
2 30 Comprehension (modern Compulsory 
Malay passage) 
3 a) 20 Malay Classical Passage Answer either one 
b) 20 Poetry 
4a) 10 Making sentences Compulsory 
b) 10 Language skills Compulsory 
Table 2.1 The contents of Malay Language paper II 
7 
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2.3 The benefits of Computer-Aided Learning (CAL) 
1) Simplicity 
Whether the students are at home on Saturday night or in China 
on a vacation, as long as they bring along the CD-ROM, they can 
study or just read through the notes. This unlimited access means 
that with some careful planning everyone can fit in study time 
when it suits them best. 
2) Flexibility 
Is the fact that the students are in control of their own program. 
They have their materials and their objectives, s th y can set their 
own learning pace. If they any difficulties with on asp ct of th ir 
studies, all they have to do is just go through th xplanation 
section again and again. They don't need their tu tor to b ther as 
everything is on the CD-ROM and they can be s ur in th 
knowledge that they are holding no one ba k. 
3) Productivity 
As a Malaysian, our country is going into an w ra an banging 
its image to computing and information t hn lo . 
gov rnm nt is changed int th 'ele tr ni gov rum nt'. As 
k ep to that phas s l and not to ' I ' t mt in 'V(1r inr,h •\ 1 ·t, 
CAL s ' m ' t b o litll 
th stud nt to be f milinriz 'd with th l 1 hnok )~ . Ad linA to th, t, 
8 
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CAL has less assistance so a student could as well be ind p nd nt, 
These will make a student more productiv , hni Uy nd 
mentally. Furthermore, productivity and quality is what n tion 
desperately wants in order to squeeze into fir t w rld untri s. 
2.4 Multimedia Tools 
Multimedia Tools is a pow rful compon nt library created 
especially for developing multimedia applications. It is extr mely 
easy to use and yet very powerful. This library has incomparable 
visual design capabilities, flexible architecture of components, 
optimized code, and professional looking visual control d sign. 
Multim dia Tools is the in st compl t library in xist n n th 
market. 
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2.5 Macromedia Director 7 
Macromedia Director 7 Shockwave Internet Studio is th 
most Web-savvy Director yet. Not that Macrom dia is ignorin 
creators of games, CD-ROM titles, or interactive kiosks; many of 
Director's new features are just as welcome in these non- 
networked applications. 
2.6 Macromedia' s features as an authoring tool 
2.6.1 Dynamic alpha channels 
Director 7 imports high-quality graphics with alpha channels. Once 
imported, the graphic or alpha channel can be c ntr 11 d to er at r al- 
time animation and effects that provid truly comp lling content. 
• Import bitmaps with alpha information from Fir works, Ph toShop, 
or Debabelizer, and more. 
• Control the degree of transparency for ev ry pixel in a bitmap. 
• Reduce the bit depth of an image while maintaining alpha channel 
information. 
• Create effects llk tran p r ru y, mask , trails, blends, and gradi ent 
overlays. 
• Use built-in ink ff ts: opy, not py, I ind, I nd will a 
transparent valuc i t, and ac ground trun ·p. r mt, 
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2.6.2 Real sprite effects 
Full 360-degree rotation, horizontal/vertical flipping, and scalabl 
skewing add real-time animation to your movies. N duplication in ff rt 
is necessary to create incredible effects with bitmaps, Fla h 3, Quick im 
3, or text. 
• Rotate, scale, skew, and flip sprites during playback in r al time. 
• Easily create effects that were impossible or very difficult before. 
• Create incredible effects with single elements and smaller file sizes. 
• Control effects with both Lingo and the Score. 
• Apply changes directly to the Stage. 
2.6.3 New vector shapes 
Create extremely small, high-quality shapes with built-in v t r drawing 
tools. The new pen, rectangle, line, and ci.rcl ols er ate p lygons and 
curved shapes that can be animated and alter d whil auth rin r at run 
time. 
• Create interesting morphing ff 
• Edit on Stag , in the M dia dit r wind w, "Fr 
• Use visible vertices and B zi r ontrol in 
• C ntr I ve tp rs thr u h in r 
11 
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2.6.4 Rich text and shocked fonts 
Director 7 controls all text attributes and display anti-alias d t xt. up r 
compressed shocked font guarantee great looking fonts across platf rms, 
browsers, or anywhere. Now developers can d liv r high-quality, anti- 
aliased text that's editable while authoring or at run time. 
• Edit rich, anti-aliased text at run time. 
• Control text with Lingo. 
• Deliver cross-platform (Macintosh and Windows) presentations. 
• Embed super small, compressed fonts for reliable delivery (shocked 
fonts). 
• Shocked fonts are approximately 75% to 85% small r than Tru Type 
fonts. 
• Full backward compatibility is included. 
2.6.5 Broadcast-quality antmation 
With standard animati n f atur · uch a nion skinning, tw ening, an 
ink effects, Dir ct r 7 pr vid s an y-to-us int r ac f r r ' ting hi h- 
quality animations. 
• Support onion skinning, tw nin , rotation, s wing, and m r >, 
• Draw fr m cast f unlimit d iz . 
• 1 rovid Ia ·t st nim ti n erforrn n A\ 
l2 
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2.6.6 CD-quality audio 
Director 7 studio can import and deliver the highest quality audi 
possible. Audio can be compressed as Shockwave audio (MP Lay r 3) 
or non-compressed. 
• Support AIFF, WA V, and SW A sound file formats. 
• SWA provides for variable compression rates from 1:2 to 1:126. 
• Macintosh sound editor is BIAS Peak LE. 
• Windows sound editor is SoundForge XP. 
2.6.7 True RGB support 
To deliver the best quality color graphics possible, irector 7 supports 
RGB color through a new color picker with precision ontr l via UI, h x, 
or% values. 
• Customize the color space and us the n w color whe 1 for added 
control. 
• Choose colors bas d n RGB an hexad imal num ri valu s. 
• New color p p-up r memb r y ur f v rit 1 B 
• Sprite in p ct r nhan d t upport n w I 13 v: lu 
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2.6.8 Integrated Web-safe palette 
The Web-safe color palette guarantees consistent display in both pr vi 
and run time. 
• Seamless browser display of colors is provided. 
• Provides support for the Web 216 palette. 
• Palette is directly available from the Palette, Paint, and Tools 
windows. 
• Shockwave authoring is simplified. 
• Eliminate the need to import additional color pal ttes, while 
guaranteeing optimal display in browser. 
2.6.9 Universal import 
Director 7 Shockwave Internet Studio imports over 40 multim dia fil 
formats, including QuickTime 3, (QuickTirn Virtual eality), Flash 3, 
and animated GIFs. 
• With universal import of audio, vid o, and graphical lem n , 
Director giv you the p w · r and fl xibility l 
diverse et of m dia 1 m nts. 
• Import ov r 40 multim d ia fil ~ rm t . 
• M dify and ontr l animated If ( if8 ~ r i 87). 
m in th m st 
• lay animal d 1Fs f rit , ith r ml dd d H" linl I. 
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• Increase vector support and animation with support for Flash 3 (SWF) 
files. 
• Apply new D7 features to Flash assets, including rotation, flippin r 
and alpha channels 
• Rotate and mask QuickTime movies. 
• Automatically display and navigate both panoramic and interactiv 
digital video (QTVR). 
• Control QTVR 2 pan, tilt, node, field-of-view, hotspot detection, and 
so forth. 
• Import I-ITML text. 
2.6.10 Immersive behavior library 
Totally engage your audience by using these high-impact, sp ci I effect 
behaviors. Apply these behaviors by dragging from the new Director 7 
r 
Library palette onto most supported m dia typ s for quick and 
sophisticated sprite animati n and gr phic ffec . ln lud d r y - 
opening behaviors that produc aut matic r tation, 
flipping. asily onrrol s rit 
follow or avoid the u r' m u · f r truly omp lling int r tivit . 
• Diverse ran 
• ntr ll d l m u p iti n and int r,\ lino . 
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• Graphic effects for color cycling and alpha channel manipulation. 
• Behavior Lingo source is clearly documented for easy r adin . 
2.6.11 Multimedia hyperlinks 
Multimedia hyperlinks extend traditional hyperlinks by easily jumpin 
between text objects and any multimedia object like live animations, 
graphics, text, sound, or video. For example, you could click on th word 
"car" and instantly a picture of a car would appear and drive across the 
current Web page. 
• Control branching and interactivity from any tagged element. 
• Hyperlink to any Web site. 
• Hyperlink to execute Lingo scripts or display any ca t m m r. 
2.6.12 Macromedia Fir works 
With a complete s t of tools for bitmap and v or graphics, Fireworks 
r 
provides an all-in-one solution for multim ia dev 1 per I kin t 
create graphics in th ir r sentati ns r Sh kwav m vi s. 'h 
revolutionary Firew rks nvironm nt k ps v · rythin it bl all th 
time. 
• Onscreen optimization for ff, JP 'G, nd N fil . 
• Liv ffects r drop had w , m velsand gk» ·atth 
li k 
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• Slicing tools for easy production of cast members from a single 
composition. 
• Bitmap editing tools: brush, pencil, fill, clone, marque , las , and 
crop. 
• Vector editing tools: bezier, reshape, circle, star, rectangle, and lin 
• Frames for GIF animations. 
• layers for document organization. 
• Rollover states for buttons. 
• Automatic production code for HfML tables, JavaScript rollovers, and 
image maps. 
2.6.13 Intel Web Design Effects 
Intel Web Design Effects create animated effects - such as smok , fire, 
water, and even clouds, without r quiring the developer t creat each 
single cell. Web Design Effects works by applying mathematical 
r 
operations to a single image, which alter individual pix I t er at: 
r alistic animations. Por instance, blue lor GIF bee m a rippling 
blue pond. A plain backgr und (pictur d) udd enly h . wi py, 
transparent clouds fl atin T an 
controlled through Lin o, ir t r' ri Lin r I ngu 
I 7 
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2.7 Coding approach 
Good programming skills will produce a reliable and maintain bl 
system. A good coding style always requires : 
• Readability 
The source code should be able to be read by other programmers 
and also non-programmers without any difficulty. This requires: 
1) composition of comments 
_2) organization of the overall program 
3) selection of identifier (variables and labels) names 
• Good naming techniques 
This means that names given to variables, controls and modules 
should provide easy id ntification for th programmer. This 
naming convention is created with coding consistency and 
standardization in mind. 
+ Internal documentAtion in the source code 
Internal documentation in th s ur d al un rant f r 
clearer und rstanding. This mainly r f rs t int rn mm nts, 
which provid a lear guidan t und during th 
maintenance phase of the s ftv\ ar d v I m n . B, id c th, t, 
omm nts als pr vid th d v lop r with a 
mmuni ting with th r r c d rs o 1 . N n 1 ll , n 
stat m nl UJ' in lu I d al th l l' nninp ' ru dul , 
I 
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indicating the function of the modules and description comments 
are embedded within the body of source code is used to descri 
processing functions. 
+ Modularity 
Modularity is essential need when programming because it 
reduces complexity and facilities change results in easier 
implementation by encouraging parallel development of different 
parts of a system. Software with effective modularity (independent 
modules) is easier to develop because functions maybe 
compartmentalized and interfaces are simplified. Independent 
modules are easier to maintain (and test) because secondary effects 
caused by design or code modification ar limited, error 
propagation is reduced and reusable modules are po ible. 
Software modularity is measured using two qualitative crit ria, 
which are: 
1) Cohesion 
Cohesion ref rs t th internal" glue" with whi 1 m dul 
is construct d. Th m r a D'\ dul , th m r 
related is the int rnal parts h th rand 
to the functionality {th modul . Jn th r w rd', 1 ul ~ 
he" iv if CJ 11 lm n { the m Iuk arc dire led 
t ward nd onti r pr prnnminp th mt- II lion. 
I 
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A cohesive module performs a single task within a software 
procedure requiring little interaction with procedures being 
performed in other parts of a program. Stated simply, a 
cohesive module should (ideally) do just one thing. 
2) Coupling 
Coupling is a measure of interconnection.among modules in 
a program structure or the relative interdependence among 
modules. Loosely coupled modules have some dependenc 
but the interconnections among modules are weak. 
Coupling depends on the reference made from one module 
to another, the amount of data passed from one modul to 
another and the amount of data control one module has 
over another. The law of degree of coupling among 
modules results in an easier understandanc and avoidance 
of errors whlch occur at one location and propagate thr u h 
the system. 
2.8 Coding style 
Coding style is a important attributes of sour e d and it d t rmine 
the intelligibility of a program. An sy l r ad d ma ,_ th 
system easier t be maintain d and nh n d. 
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review 
2. 9 Reviews on existing learning package 
2. 9.1 SPM Bahasa Melayu 
This page was done by Encik Mohd. Zaki Hj Awamg Mat His pag 
contains information on paper I (Essay), paper II (as mentioned), paper ID 
(Oral). The studies done by him is good , but it's too general. Th 
explanations are merely on the format but it lacks on techniques. 
Although general technique are mentioned but its not sufficient. Even 
though he managed to cover a wide range of scope but the most 
important aspects are left out. That will be generating questions for the 
students' further understanding. He should have given examples and 
explanation on how to tackle and answer questions according to the 
needs of the questions. 
http:/ /www.geocities.com/College Park/Library /7079/bmspm.html 
2.9.2 Kajian Panitia Bahasa Melayu 
This page was done by Encik Ismail Mohd Salleh, only overs pap r I 
and question 1 in paper 11. He should have sp cified in one particular 
paper, as student would prefer to b systematic. Su h studi 
ul only 
be a ove1view to a student. More systematic and suffici nt tudi s h uld 
have done as these research s are meant to b a guid lin · t pr 
student for this examination. His act might have r at d nfu i n a 
essay and summary is totally diff r nt p r and m tiv 
not achieved, as it won't help a stud nt a· mu h 1 • nc n id . 
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3.0 Planning 
3.1 Achievement 
Planning and developing stage consist of all the preparation needed to 
achieve the ultimate goal. The fundamental of planning and dev loping 
stage is to identify what is to be achieved. My research, . first and 
foremost, prepares student to sit for the SPM Malay Language paper II. It 
also creates a complete revision pack for the students as it would help 
them to excel and to achieve their goals. Students would love to do little 
studies provided the information is reliable and sufficient. This module 
fulfills the required need from the student. Finally, a difficult and 
compulsory language paper was given a change of techniques and 
method as it was reformed to a computer literate based methods of 
studying. 
3.2 Resources 
Resources will be the necessary item, tool or person. Resources can 
include equipment, time, office space, people, technique and so on. The 
process model identifies how much of each resource is needed for each 
activity. [Kendall,1999] 
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For my web software development I will be : 
1) using Macromedia Director 7. . 
2) referring to my supervisor, Miss Ow Siew Hock, all the time t g t 
some idea and approval of my system. 
3) surfing the net to get some information to improve my designing 
method to make it more attractive. 
4) referring to books on SPM Malay Language paper so that I will be 
always alert of the different approaches available and which one 
really attracts the student's attention. 
5) study on programming books especially VBScript which is related 
to integrate the database. 
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3.3 Project schedule 
A project schedule describes the web page development cycle for a 
particular project by enumerating the phases or stages of a pro] t and 
breaking each into discrete tasks or activities to be done. The schedule 
also portrays the interactions among these activities and estimates the 
time that each task or activity will take. Thus , the schedule is a timeline 
that shows when activities will begin and end, and when the related 
software will be ready. 
[Davis, 1993] 
Please refer to appendix 3A to view my Project Schedule. 
3.4 Work breakdown 
An activity is a part of the project that takes place over a period of 
time whereas a milestone is the completion of an activity -a particular 
point in time. Thus, an activity has a beginning and an end, whereas a 
milestone is the end of a specially designated activity. Analysis of this 
kind is sometimes described as generating a work breakdown structure. 
For a given project, because it depicts th project a a set of discr te piec s 
of work. 
[Pleeger, 1998] 
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1.1 Survey complete 
1.1 Documentation 
2.1 Collect all data for explanation section 
2.2 Collect all data for example section 
2.3 Collect all data for exercise section 
2.4 Collect all data for exam section 
3.0 Design the out line 
3.1 Put in the data in explanation section 
3.2 Put in the data in example section 
3.3 Put in the data in exercise section 
3.4 Put in the examination section 
4.0 Design the user interface 
5.0 Testing 
Table 3.1 Work breakdown in pr paring the software 
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3.5 Process model 
Building a process model and discussing its sub process helps m to 
understand this gap between what should and what is. In theory, th 
prescription of the way software development should progr ss and th 
description of the way software development is done in reality should be 
similar but not in practice. 
[Kendall, 1999] 
The reasons for modeling a process: 
1) It forms a common understanding of the activities, resources and 
constraint involved in a web page development 
2) Creating a process model helps to find inconsistencies, redundancies 
and omissions in the process and in its constituent parts. As these 
problems are noted and corrected, the process becomes more effective 
and focused on building the final product. 
3) The model should reflect the goals of development, such as building 
high-quality software, finding faults early in development, and 
schedule constraint. 
4) Every process should be tailored for the special situation in which it 
will b used. Building a process model helps t understand where that 
tailoring is occurr d. 
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3.6.1 Prototyping model 
A prototype is a partial implementation of the final applicati n. 
This enables you to check that the structure of the application will w rk 
and to finalize decisions about screen layouts. Once you have created the 
prototype, get other people to use it and provide feedback. The more 
problems that can be ;...oned out at tlt..ib stage, the easier the subsequent 
coding and testing cycles will be. [Pfleeger,1998] 
Please refer to Appendix 3B to view my process model 
3.6 Transition diagram and Flow chart 
We can view a system in a similar manner as a set of states where the 
system reacts to certain possible events. The system's behavior is interpret 
as a series of functions, the input to which is a set of conditions and an 
event, the output from which is a system action that results in the 
system's moving to the next state. We can depict this transition by 
drawing a diagram of the movement from one state to another. 
[Pfleeger, 1998] 
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Exercise 
section 
Figure 3.1 Transition diagram 
menu summary menu 
explanation 
compr~11ensh:m 
exercise 
classical 
pa$&ase 
example 
poetry 
grammar 
exam 
Figure 3.2 Flowchart 
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4.1 Requirement process 
A requirement is a feature of the system or a description of 
something the system is capable of doing in order to fulfill the system's 
purpose. A functional requirement describes an interaction b tween th 
system and its environment . It also describes how the system should 
behave given certain stimuli. Meanwhile, a non-functional requirement or 
constraint describes a restriction on the system that limits our choices for 
constructing a solution for a problem. 
4.2 Requirement elicitation 
Requirement elicitation is an especially critical part of the process 
Various techniques used to determine what the users really want. 
Requirements can be differentiated into thre categories. 
i) requirements that absolutely must be met 
ii) requirements that are highly desirable but not necessary 
iii) requirements that are possible but could be eliminated 
[Pfleeger, 1998] 
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~ 
Prototyping 
Problem Problem and Document ti n analysis i---. description . testing ~ validation ~ ... 
...... 
Figure 4.1 The process of determining requirements 
I prepared a questionnaire and distributed among fifth form students 
back in my home town. 
Please refer to Appendix 4A to view my questionnaire. 
Outcome of it, shall be used to determine th r quirements. Later in this 
section will be mentioned about my specific requirements. 
My SPM Malay Language paper Il Learning package will comprise the 
following features: 
1) explanation section 
2) examples section 
3) exercise section 
4) xam qu stion se tion 
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4.3 Requirement specification 
Specific requirement must apply all these functions: 
• Applicability 
My techniques describe students' problems and solution in a natural and 
realistic way. My techniques in solving students' problem is compatible 
with other techniques thought in scnool. Students can skip my 
explanation section and proceed with my exercise section with techniques 
learnt in school. 
• Implementability 
My approach can be easily translated in implementing it in real SPM 
.. 
examination. I also, make sure that I produce a well-defined interface for 
easy usage. 
• Testability 
It is so easy to manage, all the students have to use is the mouse. The 
specification can be tested for accuracy purpose. 
• Checkability 
Anyone who understand the underlying problems in Malay L~guag 
paper II can check for accuracy. 
• Maintainability 
It is so easy to maintain and asy to chan th techniqu if my approach 
couldn't be understood cl arJy. 
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• Modularity 
My method will allow the students to cover a large scope in Malay 
Language paper II, section by section. 
• Verifiability 
I can demonstrate formally that the specification satisfies the properti s in 
Malay Language paper II, at each level 
• Tools maturity 
Macromedia director 7 is a high quality and easy to prgramme. No 
training is needed to learn to use them, guidance from the book is more 
than enough. 
• Looseness 
My specification is complete and I will be covering the course contents of 
Malay Language paper II. 
• Learning curve 
A new user can learn quickly the technique's concepts. 
• Technique maturity 
My technique in answering the question is standardized, it may or may 
not be similar, compared to the techniques thought in chool but 
definitely understandable. 
• Data m dcling 
My data are arranged in a s quenc and all th . s ctions ar relat d l 
each other. 
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4.4 Types of requirements 
The requirements definition and specification describe everything 
about how the system is to interact with its environment. 
4.4.1 Functional requirements 
Interfaces 
The input is coming from one user. It depends on the user's 
interest, that is in what section he is unable to understand and would like 
to go through mine. The output will sent only to the user who requested 
it. My data will be arranged accordingly to the section. For example, all 
the techniques will be in the explanation section and exercises will be in 
the exercise section. My explanation section will be brief and compact and 
less bragging. 
Functionality 
This web based learning package will help student especially those are 
going to sit for SPM examination, in conquering Malay Language paper 
II. As mentioned earlier, this page will consist of 4 section with different 
approach to help them understand better. Un
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Operational 
1) Explanation section will contain information about what SPM Malay 
Language paper II contains, how to tackle the questions, how to 
understand hidden meanings, mastering the grammar and 
understanding Malay Language paper II 
i) Summary 
• give a thorough explanation on how to summarize 
• how to differentiate hidden and direct points 
• the techniques used to summarize 
• how to include introduction, main points, supporting points, 
suggestion and conclusion 
ii) Comprehension 
• what comprehension means 
• range of comprehension 
• where the text is edited' 
• length of the answer 
• understanding the text in and out 
• technique to answer the questions 
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iii) Classical passage 
• what is it all about 
• books and stories that are to be given priority 
• understanding the passage 
• how to interpret it to modern Malay 
iii) Poetry 
• how to tackle mainly on hidden meanings 
• adequate explanation 
• general guideline to understand 
iv) Grammar and language skills 
• language explanation 
• mastering the grammar 
• mainly on making sentences and context 
• provide specificatioh of a word and phrase 
3. 
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2) Example section is connected to explanation section. After giving an 
explanation, it will be followed by an example to mak th 
explanation even clearer. For example, after explaining about how to 
tackle hidden question in poetry, a phrase will be given to support th 
explanation. It will be done through out the explanation in ach 
section in Malay Language paper II. 
3) After completing the explanation and example section, an exercise 
shall be given to give to test the effectiveness of my guideline 
4) Exam section is to self test their capabilities in answering the question 
which is similar to the exact examination. 
Performance 
In order for this learning package to be effective, it is crucial that all four 
components be in good working order. 
• Summary 
1. understanding passage in and out 
2. figures and extract information 
3. looking for main points 
4. summarize the whole passage without changing the actual 
mean in 
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• Comprehension 
1. understanding a passage 
2. understanding the flow of a passage 
3. tackling difficult words or phrases 
4. answering the question with proper grammar 
• Classical passage 
1. understanding the story 
2. individual skills is required 
3. purely on exercise and experience 
• Poetry 
1. language skills and technique 
2. understanding the word powers 
3. understanding personifications 
• Grammar and language skills 
1. lots of reading 
2. millions of double meaning word 
3. prop r grammar und rstanding 
4. rules and regulation in a grammar understanding 
5. all the activ and pas ive phras s 
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4.4.2 Non-functional requirements 
Physical environment 
It is web based learning package, need Internet to access. 
User and human resources 
Students in fifth form, teachers who wish to refer to my guideline, and 
those interested will be accessing to my system. Different user will be 
having different IQ and skills, so depend on their interest to access to 
what section their wish to master in. My system will be very easy to use 
and the percentage to misuse my system is very high. 
Documentation 
Documentation has to be prepared through out the development process. 
Documentation should be, in a book format and it's for the view of my 
friends, my supervisor and my moderator. 
Data 
My data will be arranged ace rding to s tion and straight to th' point, 1 
will access to my system once a month to add in if I obtain and additi nal 
information. My data will b a urate and a 'Y to und rstand b u · it 
wa pr par id aft r thorou hr' ar h. 
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Quality assurance 
My system is reliable, available all the time, interoperatable, flexible and 
correct. When it comes to maintenance, I will have to just update and 
improve my system. 
4.5 Software and Hardware requirements 
The software and hardware that are required to develop this system are: 
Hardware: 
Pentium MMX PC with CD ROM (or higher) 
Sound Card 
Scanner 
Microphone 
Speaker 
Software: 
Macromedia Director - interface and processing 
Paint Brush and Photoshop 5.0 - creating and editing graphics 
Animagic Gif 32bit - animation testing 
Microsoft Windows 95 (or higher) - operating system 
Microsoft Windows - documentation 
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5.0 System Design 
Design is the effort that is responsible for creating a detailed blueprint of 
the multimedia title. The design document is an essential tool for 
developing and organizing the elements of design. 
5.1 Methodology 
The Rapid Application Development (RAD) strategy was selected for 
developing this project. This approach was adapted for various factors: 
1. Multimedia learning packages require only a small amount of 
background processing as more emphasize on the user interface and 
the. ,gata flow within the program. The storyboard section of the 
design document shown in figure 5.1 was used. This path is defined in 
such a way as to compel the audience into the piece, carry them to its 
fullest impact, and finish the experience so that they can hold and 
remember it in the context of their lives. 
Figure 5.1 : Story Board Design 
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2. Iteration is an integral feature of the prototyping approach. Prototyping 
provides a tangible system to work with instead of abstract specification 
that are difficult to visualize. Useful feedback was obtain in short time 
and not much effort was lost on ineffective screen design and concepts 
that will not work successfully. 
[Kendall, 1995] 
5.2 Hierarchy of the :i..yplication Program 
INTRODUCTION 
MODULE 
PRACTISE 
MODULE 
HELP 
MODULE 
EXIT 
MODULE 
LEARNING 
MODULE 
Figure 5.2 Hierarchy of the Application Program 
5.3 Module Description 
5.3.1 Instruction Module 
This module contains instructions for the user to use the program. It also 
contains details about the title, designer and reason for d veloping the 
program. 
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INTRODUCTION 
MODULE 
INTRODUCTION 
SCREEN 
Figure 5.3 Components of Introduction Module 
5.3.2 Main Menu Module 
This module contains a graphic enriched menu. This module provides 
access to five sub-modules in the following categories Modem Passage, 
Classical Passage, Summary, Language and Grammar and Poetry. These 
five sub-modules are then sub-divided into individual learning modules. 
MAIN MENU 
LANGUAGE& 
GRAMMAR 
CLASSICAL 
PASSAGE 
MODERN 
PASSAGE 
'-----~~ 
SUMMARY POETRY 
Figure 5.4 Components of Main Module 
All the above categories contain a sub-menu f r th user t hoos if h y 
want to go to the learning module or the exercise module. 
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SUB-MENU 
LEARNING 
MODULE 
PRACTISE 
MODULE 
Figure 5.5 Components of Category Module 
5.3.3 Leaming Module 
A learning module starts with a category menu that contains all the 
techniques in tackling the questions. A page in the module will have the 
dos and don'ts in answering this paper. As well as, control icons to guide 
the user. 
LEARNING I - 
....__ M_o_D_UL_E  __.~ 
PAGF. l iii PAGF. 2 PAGF.1 . .1 PAGF. 1 
Figure 5.6 Components of Learning Module 
PAGE 
GRAPH1C: 
Alm to 
CONTROL Bl JTTONS 
TEXT 
Figure 5.7 Components of a page in Learning Modul 
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I CONTROL BUTTONS I 
I 
I I I I I I 
BACK TO BACK TO NEXT NARRATION PREVIOUS . XIT 
SUB-MENU MAlNMENU 
Figure 5.8 Components of Control Buttons 
5.3.4 Practise Module 
This module displays an exercise. The passage is given and the user is 
suppose to read it and answer on his own. Only after the answer is 
prepared he can check for the correct answer by clicking the answer 
hyperlink. The user can exit the program at any point of time. 
PRACTISE MODULE. 
PAGE l PAGE2 ANSWER 
Figure 5.9 Components of Practise Module 
PAGE 
GRAPHIC TEXT EXIT 
Figure 5.10 Components of Practise Page 
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5.3.5 Help Module 
This module serves the purpose of providing guidance about the various 
navigational buttons and their respective functions. 
HELP 
TEXT GRAPffiC 
Figure 5.11 Components of Help Page 
5.3.6 Exit Module 
This module enable user to terminate the program. A message screen will 
prompt user to confirm if he/ she is sure that they want to exit. If yes then 
. . 
the program terminates and if no then the program returns to the main 
menu. 
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6.0 System Development and testing 
In this System development phase, the coding, testing and documenting 
of individual movies took place. 
6.1 Program development 
A program in Director 7.0 is known as a movie. Program development 
involved creating the Lingo scripts and screens that are needed to satisfy 
the Learning Package processing requirements. The program 
development will consist of five steps: 
Review the program documentation, design the program, code the 
program, test the program and complete the program documentation. 
Design 
the 
Code 
the 
Test the 
Figure 6.1 Program Development 
6.1.1 Review the program documentation 
The first step would be to review the program documentation. The 
program documentation included process descriptions, screen design. 
The materials were being present to the user using the 3M format of 
teaching. 
6.1.2 Design the program 
In the logic development of the program, the use of progrant design tools, 
flowcharts used. Here the logical flow of information was drawn out to 
ensure that the control was past to the corr ct modules. 
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6.1.3 Code the program 
Before the coding could be performed, multimedia files (graphics and text 
files) were created. Graphics files were scan for many sources and edited 
in Photoshop 5.0 and paint brush to ensure they were anti-alias and their 
size kept to a minimum. Graphics for decoration were also obtain from 
the internet. Graphic files for the object, alphabets and navigation button 
were sorted and arranged in external cast files. External cast files were 
used as these files can be shared by multiple movies thus reducing 
storage space (duplicate files are not kept). 
Audio files were created using Microsoft Sound Recorder and edited in 
SoundEdit 16. The size of the audio files were still large, thus the files 
were then compressed using Macromedia Xtra for Shockwave Audio 
which is a feature used to compress sound for the internet. 
Most of the text files were created in Director and others were 
combinations of graphics files to improve attractiveness. A variety of 
fonts were used and save into the internal cast of a movie to ensure that 
the software could on different machines that did not support these fonts. 
Coding includes creating the script and layout of the screens that 
implement the program design specification. Coding in Director makes 
usage of a Stage, Score, Cast (external and internal) and Lingo scripts. The 
movie uses standard screen size, which is 640 x 480 pixels. Different 
backgrounds and screen designs were used to ensure that the course- 
ware would remain attractive. The cast, as mentioned earlier, was used to 
organize all the multimedia files. Common alphabets, control buttons, 
text and backgrounds were stored in external cast. Int rnal cast were used 
for files that were used only in that movie. 
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The score is a chart showing what members appears on the Stage at what 
times. The score consist of Frames and Channels. A frame is an instant of 
time in Director. While working on a movie, the Stage shows a single 
frame. While the movie is animating, the Stage moves through frames to 
create the visual effect of animation. The channel is a numbered position 
in the Score. The Score has channels 1 through 1000, as well as a few 
special channels at the top. Which channel a sprite is in determines 
whether it gets drawn over or under another sprite. 
Lingo scripting was used to writing the program instructions. Three types 
of lingo scripts were used, the first is the movie script that is used to 
control the entire movie, the second, frame script that were used to 
control a frame (located in the Score) and the third script, behavior scripts 
that were used to control sprite. 
6.1.4 Test the program 
This step will involve making sure the program functions correctly before 
the program is actually used by the user. Unit testing will be used to 
eliminate both execution errors as well as any logic errors that might 
exist. Unit testing was performed by testing all the being played and 
there were no typo errors exists. Then testing was perform on the movie 
to ensure that the pages were linked correctly. 
6.1.5 Document the program 
In order to successfully operate and maintain or enhance this application, 
proper, accurate and complete documentation was necessary. Proper 
naming technique were used to ensure that no redundant names were 
used (as this causes problems in Director). Lingo scripts were 
documented. 
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6.1.6 Documentation 
End user Documentation 
End user Documentation (User Manual) will be the user guide to assist 
the student on their initial learning and their on-going use. It will involve: 
• The major features of the system 
• How to operate these features 
6.2 System Testing 
System Testing is a critical element of software quality assurance. System 
testing will ensure the system is running according to its specifications 
and meets the users requirement and expectations. System testing can be 
considered fault identification process that determines which fault caused 
the failure. 
[Pfleeger, 1998] 
Director 7.0 provides several debugging tools to help find error in logic 
flowlines and syntax. By using the Movie script stage which has Toggle 
breakpoints, Steplnto and StepOver scripts enable effective checking or 
compiling of the script. 
6.2.1 Unit testing 
Unit testing focuses on the smallest software unit whereby individual 
components are tested independently, without other system components. 
Bottom-up testing method was used to validate and verify the working 
functionality of the lower unit before proceeding to the higher level units. 
Each cast was tested. Graphic casts were tested to ensure that they were 
anti-alias and did not contain unnecessary colors of lines that spoilt the 
attractiveness of the graphic. Animation casts were checked to ensure that 
they are following the correct path. Text cast were checked to ensur the 
spelling of the words were correct. 
[Pressman, 1992] 
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6.2.2 Module testing 
A module was viewed as a movie in Director 7.0. Module testing was 
carried to ensure that each page of the movie, which consist of as a 
collection of dependent components such as object class, an abstract data 
type or some looser collection of procedures and functions worked 
properly. An example of this would be to test each page of practice 
module and then test the flow of that page to the next page. Basically 
testing at this stage was done to ensure the correct flow of an individual 
movie, events and navigation. 
[Gross,1999] 
6.2.3 Link Testing 
This is also known as Integration Testing. The integration and the 
interfaces between the modules is tested i.e. the link between the seven 
movies were tested. A bottom-up approach was used here, so that each 
module was tested without propagating the errors in other modules. 
Despite this approach, when changes were made to the prototype, 
unforeseen errors emerged. Debugging the software, required patience 
and time. The use of the debugging facilities provided by the Director, it 
was possible to identify the errors and eliminate them. 
so 
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6.2.4 System Testing 
The entire software was tested using students. A selected group of people 
representing the intended user group was used to carry out this testing. 
This was conducted during the prototyping stage of the development and 
after the system was tested. The aim of this was to check out if the 
prediction reactions to the propose course-ware were met by the users. 
The prototypes created early in development were not suitable for the 
novice student. Thus many features were simplified and standard 
controls were introduced. More animations were added to attract the 
students' attention. The final system testing was perform to ensure that 
all processing options, output information, and other components were 
verified by the students to ensure the system functions correctly. The 
major objectives of the system testing are: 
1. To perform a final test of all programs against the design specification. 
2. To guarantee that the end user can successfully interact with the 
software. 
[Pressman,1992] 
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6.3 Evaluation 
Formative Evaluation 
Formative evaluation was carried out during the development phase, to 
ensure the courseware was effective. 
Two types of formative evaluation were carried out during the 
development with the users to obtain response and feedback. 
They were: 
1. one-to-one 
The user of the system operated the system individually after being 
thought the basic of the course-ware. The user was then observed. The 
user was then interviewed to see, if he/ she had learn from the course- 
ware. 
2. small group 
This evaluation was conducted with the help of a teacher and her 
students, she demonstrated the software to her students and then quiz 
them on the material. This was a very effective method for obtaining 
feedback. 
Findings: 
The first two prototypes, were unsuccessfully as the navigation buttons 
were not standard and there was too much information on a page. The 
pages had been set to display more than one information at a time and 
the prototypes were confusing for a student to use independently thus 
the prototype was correct to follow the traditional method of teaching 
that use one information at a time. 
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6.3.1 Multimedia evaluation 
Music, audio and special effects 
1. Was the audio smooth and clear? 
2. Did the audio/special effects coincide with visual materials? 
3. Do the special effects contribute to the application message? 
4. Is the background music appropriate, is it distracting? 
Findings: 
Audio help users to understand the instructions, as they were still unable to 
read, but on second and third round of practice, the student was familiar with 
the standard button. The musical background worked poorly on slow 
computers and was found to be distracting thus ii was removed from the 
course-ware. Special effects, worked well with users and the occasional use 
made the software attractive. Some adjustment were made to the audio files, to 
ensure clarity of the sound. But some files had to be compromise due to the size 
of the files. 
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6.3.2 User interface Evaluation 
1. Has sufficient space been allocated for the touch areas? 
2. Have colors and graphics been planned to support visual 
acknowledgement? 
3. Does accompanying audio match the graphics? 
4. Does the highlighting enhance visual effect? 
5. Are the controls standard? 
6. Does the user easily master the use of the controls? 
Findings: 
Early prototypes prove to be unsuitable for children, due to too much 
information on a page despite the use of standard controls. Adjustments were 
made to standardize each movie and the uses of standard controls were used in 
all movies. The users used these standard controls very successfully. The 
highlighting used in practice modules enhance the visual effect (was added after 
the second prototype). It was noted that sufficient touch area was available for 
the user. This was important as the user is still learning to master the use of the 
mouse. User was not very happy with the use of the keyboard, it was discovered 
that they used forward and backward keys. 
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7.0 System evaluation 
System evaluation is the process of identifying the strength and limitation 
as well as the possible enhancements to the project. This section will also 
highlight the knowledge gained and some of the problems faced while 
developing the system and the action taken to over come them. 
[Kendall, 1995] 
7.1 System Strength 
1. A professional Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
The GUI in this software is very suitable for students, as the 
professionalism can help gain confidence of the student as they use the 
software. Standard buttons and icons kept frustration and confusion to a 
minimum thus allowing for faster learning. 
2. Interactive Interface 
The user has total control over the navigation thus allowing the user to 
traverse the web of information. The user is able to navigate the software 
can be used like a book and secondly navigation is carried out using 
hyper link. 
3. Help Instruction 
The users are still novice in reading. The program caters for this by 
providing visual help. Standard buttons are used for visual help . 
4. Operation System Interface 
This software runs on the Windows platform, which is the most popular 
and common operating system used in Malaysia. 
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5. No installation Required 
This software runs from the CD and does not require the user to install 
any files on the hard disk. Many students found this to be a very pleasing 
feature. 
6. Language Used 
The software is oriented in Bahasa Melayu. There are handful of Bahasa 
Melayu software available in the market for students thus making this 
software quite popular with parents despite its weakness. 
7. All Choices of Categories 
This software has five categories: Modem Passage, classical Passage, 
Poetry, Summary and Grammar and Language. It contains more than 
hundred pages and each page is complete with pictures and text as well 
as animation. 
8. No keyboard skills required 
This is a very pleasing factor for the users who are mostly beginners. 
Navigation through the mouse is master quickly as the user only need to 
point the cursor on the bottom and click. 
9. User-friendly Interface 
The software uses a user-friendly interface which is easy to use. A 
wonder feature of multimedia packages. Standardize control buttons, 
images and text. 
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10. Self pacing an active Learning 
User are able to go through the lesson at their own pace. A user learns 
according to their mental ability. They are able to review the same as 
many times as they please. 
11. Audio 
The inclusion of audio in the learning gives more comfort as to read and 
read to understand. This feature makes the software more attractive. 
7.2 System Limitation 
1. Timing problem 
Changing screen and change of cursor depends on the speed and the 
amount of available RAM in the computer. Slower computers take a 
slightly longer time to load them. 
2. Insufficient questions 
There are only a few questions in the practice module. They are sufficient 
for novice users but as the user becomes more familiar with the software, 
more questions are required. 
3. No quiz module 
This would make the software more interesting. (Was unable to complete 
this due to non-objective questions. 
4. No print function 
The user is unable to print out the content of the software. 
5. Compromised quality of audio 
Most audio files were compress to reduce storage space. This however 
produced poorer quality sound as trade off. 
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7.3 Future Enhancements 
"Bahasa Melayu SPM kertas II" can be further improved to make it a 
more effective educational software. Following are some suggested 
improvements. 
1. Administrative Module 
An Administrative module can be incorporated into the system. This 
would enable adults to keep track and monitor the students. Templates 
built so that the software can be updated from time-to-time. 
2. Enable to print 
A windows-based print function should be included into the system. 
Allowing the adult and students to review the material without using the 
computer. 
3. Video files 
This software can be further made attractive by adding video files. 
4. W eh enable the software 
This can be achieved by converting the softwar into Macromcdia 
shockwave files and running each movie separately. 
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7.4 Problems and solutions 
Various problems encountered throughout the development of the system. 
0 Large size of Graphic files 
Problem: 
Large amount of storage space was required to store the graphic files. 
More storage was required when the movies were being created. Backup 
became a problem. 
Solution: 
Zip tapes were used to store the graphic files. Backup files were kept on 
zip tapes to ensure that if the computer crash there would be a copy of 
software. 
0 
0 
Insufficient knowledge on multimedia concept 
Problem: 
Multimedia concepts of incorporating graphics, and animation are n w t 
me. Many features used in earlier prototypes were not suitable for the 
students. Many conflicts with database occurred. 
Solution: 
Reference material was read, help was obtained via bulletin boards on the 
internet. Software was tested again and again. 
Difficulty in creating the animation and graphics 
Problem: 
It was very difficult to obtain smooth animati n . M st graphic obtain d 
were not anti-alias and were not in standard form. 
Solution: 
Animations wer kept simpl . m graphi , w ir ~ , nncd whit ' most o 
di id pix l by ix 1 ur int~ Paint l ru h and Ph lt sh 
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0 Difficulty in finding discussion members 
Problem: 
Very few of the students were working on their WXET 3182 thus I was 
unable to find a partner to work with. 
Solution: 
Used Macromedia on-line discussion room and bulletin board, that was 
used to post problem which were solved by other designers. 
0 Large Audio files and Compatibility problem 
Problem: 
The software contains many audio files that were large in size despite 
being edited and modified using SoundEdit 16. The large size was cause 
by narration need for the software. These files had problem running pn 
different platforms. 
Solution: 
The .wav files were converted to Shockwave files (.swa) that ar highly 
compressed and thus reducing the file size dramatically. Th s ftware 
was tested on different computers to ensure that audio worked on 
different platforms. 
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7.5 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
Through out the development of this system, several valuable experience and 
knowledge was gained: 
0 Learn additional languages - Macromedia Director 7.0 and Photoshop 5.0 
0 Techniques required to plan and develop multimedia packages. 
0 Method and skills in finding information and gathering data, on-line 
discussion, Bulletin boards. 
0 Learn to work independently and cope with tension and stress also 
sleepless nights. 
0 Skills in writing documentation, keeping track of progress and files. 
0 Organization of materials-files, proper naming methods etc. 
0 Skills in Time Management 
0 Patience when working with student at their level and speed. 
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7.6 Conclusion 
'Bahasa Melayu SPM kertas 11' Learning package for SPM students has 
finally been completed successfully. The system has met its objcctiv ~ 
which is to prepare the students for the SPM Malay Language paper II 
with the use of attractive user-friendly interface and at the same time 
introduce the basic computer skill of using the mouse. 
The software was found to be very successful with student who use the 
traditional method of learning (3M Learning) and were novice in 
computer skills. The software still have limitations which can be 
improved using the future enhancements recommended. 
The knowledge obtained from doing this project was trem ndous. Many 
skills were acquired. Time management skills were very important a thi 
project required building prototypes, testing them and only then could 
the software be fully developed and after which more te ting was arried 
out. More than one software knowledge was obtained. C ncepts on 
multimedia application development were understood more clearly and 
put into practise. 
Overall this project is an experience that has mad m a mor matur 
person with a lot of patience in both authorin and w rking with 
students as well as provided me with a fountain of kn wl dg . 
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Appendix 3A : Project Schedule 
Activity number May Jun Jul Aug Sep Feb Mar Apr Moy 
Description 
' 1.0 SYSTEM PLANNING 
Specification 
I\ v 
I ~ 
i 
Documentation 
I\ \I 
i( I 
I\ : v Develop plan !I I 
! 
2.0 SYSTEM DESlGN ! 
? 
Top level design !/\ v l 
' 
Prototyping ii\ \I 'I I I 
User interface r es I 
3.0 TcsClng I 
I 
Testing J 
I\ \I 
I 
Duration 'V Finish Task 6 Start Task Critical 
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F 
E 
E 
D 
B 
A 
c 
K 
Appendix 3B : Process model 
REQUIREIAENT AlvALYSIS 
1y 
~ QUICK DESIG/'1 .. 
,:., 
CONSTRUCTION OF PROTOTYPE 
, .. 
PROTOTYPE EVALUA 7TON 
1 • 
REFINE REQUIREA1ENT 
,.,. 
ENGINEER PRODUCT 
(l(l 
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Appendix 4A : Questionnaire 
Form: 
Grade obtained in Malay Language Paper in PMR : 
Are you taking any Malay Language tuition : 
In your opinion: 
1) Do the answering techniques will be a good approach to you? 
( ) y s ( ) N 
()YES ()NO 
2) Do you agree answering technique is ad quatc? 
()YES ()NO 
3) Which is much important answering technique or I nguage skills? 
()YES ( ) NO 
4) What does good technique means 10 you? 
a) simplicity 
b) blend of answering techniques and language kill· 
5) Language skills is not 100% teachable, o if y u don t ha ' it, ' hat re ur e 
you depend on? 
a) Leaming packa e 
b) Tuition 
c) chool teacher 
d) Web 
6) What is the main pr blern in Mala I .an 1ua11 ' Pap ·r 11 'l 
a) Answ rin 1 the ques tion 
b n erstandin 1 the qu stions 
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7) Which section in Malay Language Paper II is difficult for you to answer? 
8) Do the varieties of sections in Malay Paper II create confusion? 
( ) YES ()NO 
9) Have you tried using Computer-Aided Learning (CJ\L)? 
()YES ()NO 
10) If yes, what is your opinion? 
1 J) Does it need to b improved? 
( ) YES ( ) N 
1 ~-) If yes, in which section? 
() 
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Part 1 : Introduction 
SPM Malay Language learning package developed for SPM (Sijil Pelajaran 
Malaysia) students. It can be used as a self-study material or teaching tool in cho l . 
SPM Malay Language learning package focuses on the proper prep ration methods by 
providing guidelines and answering techniques to the students. It is a comprehensive to 1 
that used to learn Malay Language effectively. The notes provided arc from vari u 
researches whereas the exercises aim to help students to ma tcr the language well. he 
students are able to view their own performance and prepare them elves in specific t pre 
they are weak in. 
Age : suitable for all SPM students and teachers. 
Manual Organization 
Th s manual contains the following information: 
Part 1: Introduction 
Part 2 : System requirements 
Part 3 : Startup In truciions 
Part 4 : Control Icons 
Part 5 : Main Menu Instructions 
Part 6 : Sub-Menu Instruction 
Part 7: Learning In truction 
Part 8 : xercisc Instructions 
Part 10 : ·it Instructions 
Part I 1 : 
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Part 2 : System Requirements 
Minimum computer requirements needed to run the software are: 
• Pentium MPC 
• Minimum 16 MB of RAM (Recommended> 16MB) 
• SVGA with 640x480, 256 colors display capability (Recommended> 256 colors) 
• Multimedia devices - Sound card and speakers 
• Operating system: Microsoft Windows 95 and above 
Part 3: Startup Instructions 
No installation is required!! 
This software runs from the CD-ROM 
Instructions 
1. Insert the CD into the CD-ROM drive. 
2. Double click the My Computer icon. My Computer 
3. Select the CD-ROM drive. Amezing (D:) 
4. Click on to start the program 
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Part 4 : Control Icons 
Click on this icon to listen to the narration. 
Click on this icon to go to the next screen. 
Click on this icon to go back to the previous screen. 
********* Click on this link to go to the screen wanted. 
"' represents words 
71 
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Part 5 : Main Menu Instructions 
The above is the Main Menu of the software. This is the second screen when 
the program is running. They can choose the related topics and clicking on 
the links. They can also exit the program or seek for help. 
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Part 6 : Sub Menu (The category Main Menu) 
Choose to learn or to do exercise to evaluate understanding on the material on the 
chosen category. If you accidentally click on this Main menu category you can go back 
to the Main Menu by clicking 'Ke Menu Utama '. If you wish to exit the program to exit 
the program then click on 'Keluar/Quit '. 
7 
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Part 7 : Learning Instructions 
I 'onduon McnJowob lioolon 
Soalan lnl ooalan plllhan denAan pemahaman oelak. 
Plllh aoalan lnl Jlka kata-kata lclaalknya mudah dlfahaml. 
5.,,1 11n1ltvu.J "'""ylltul ltu11kltv. llult•1111y• 111.,11ylltul • .,. yamy "'""'• 
ltt:h1h11I 1l>1rl11>11l>1 Ir.Inc Y""U 11r.lllr>11111y>1 1llu1111>1lr>111. 
Guno bohoao modcn. loltu ayot ondo acndlrl untuk mcnJowob don 
poatlkon mokaud oaolnyo dlkckolkon. 
The above screen is a sample of the learning menu screen. It is the 'Prosa Klasik' 
Category screen. The sub-menu in the order categories have the same controls as this 
screen. The controls are described below: 
Click on 1 to go back to the sub-menu. 
Click on 2 to go the next screen. 
Click on 3 to hear the narration. 
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Part 8 : Exercise Instructions 
PRO SA 
jadt1ya. B·.lkan cran~oa yane: cilperbuat demil<'lall lw.- 
Malld Harig Jtt.lCIL llau liaI.L11, Ko.~Lwi jJWI UidUUljJal. lJt:ulili I.Ii La111,w1 
l'laleuWl. Maka 0Hu1g lak~1111w111 cmpat puuh i.tu pun .:s¥t;11ra 1·1wuk 
me:ndi:xpatlc.211 HAng J cbe.t, Hong Kasturi, lelu mC11ghun1,;3 kaisnye.. 
Molin aego.lo pe@:lwoi cbn pert=itu pun berlata, "F.o.i Si Jebet, Si 
I<".arturi, jiba eni;-.au hendak baik, nyawamu per-,~bahankan ke 
bawah Drli Yang Dipertuan. Jik:Uat1 tidak, ~ei='ihg j1.1ea Mgkau 
kuhnnnh; ~ro.nrnre; pnn l'.l'lekRu t.lli::lk ::ilm hnnrii "M:l~· AAhnt '..!:me; 
Jebat. ~ Kas;urL .. t.ai oranii Inderapura, bahawa Si Jebat uoaa 
b11rruan dua ttec dar1pal:ia Du/1 Yane D1pmuan M(llakp Tat.anlah 
Uail-.-lJoik ·~du!.~ .<lllKWl Si J t:lrdl. ini." St:Li:lc.h 1.lhltt1KliI u'.d) St:)o.Wa 
pegswel clan pertuanan kbta IIa.ng J cbat, I bag K.a.stw·1 1~u, 11~0 
'ckalie.n pun de.tangleh bcrhadapen dcngan Hang J cbat, Hang Ktistur_ 
Setelah dillilt rojo oegoln peg(lwoi dQn pertuo.non }'O!lf ~onyolt itu, 
mal::a raja pun terlalu arrwiili, certQ bertitah, "~ ce pesawai dan 
pl'l'1uanan Segeralah b'.inuh SiJeba: itu. Jbla.u Si Jebllt dan Si Kasturi 
t.i1=1r1~ m::iti. l'.l'le;klln lmh11nuh " 
This is a sample of an exercise question. This screen is obtain wh n the xercis 
hyperlink is click on the category Sub-Menu. 
I) Read the passage carefully 
2) Click the next screen button and the question will appear. 
3) Prepare your answer in a piece of a paper then click the answer link to check the 
answer. 
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Sila taipkan imbuhan yang paling sesuai untuk diisikan da1am tempat kosong. 
Sila taipkan imbuhan yang paling sesuai untuk diisikan da1am tempat kosong. 
_1_ Ma'sjid Jamek, Jalan Tun Perak masih menyimpan pelbagai barang 
berharga milik jernaah yang _2_ di masjid itu sejak lima tahun lalu. Setiap 
kali hari Jumaat, jawatankuasa masjid akan _3_ supaya mereka yang 
_4_barang-barang itu menuntutnya daripada pentadbir masjid tersebut. 
Mereka diminta menuntutnya da1am tempoh empat bulan selepas notis _5_di 
seki.tar masjid tersebut. 
Contoh 
'Te ka n' qi sl ni 
a nfo k kcpatu sa n 
a 11cta 
1) (tadbir) 
2) ( tinggal) 
3) (umum) 
4) (hilang) 
5) (tampal) 
This kind exercise can only be seen in Tatabahasa topic in Kemahiran tatabahasa in 
sub-menu. Firstly, type all the suitable answer in 1. Then click 2 to get the result. 
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Part 9 : Help Instructions 
The above screen is a sample of the numerous help screen available throughout the 
program. Instructions are obtained by clicking on the on categories available in the 
square box. They can view the icons or the sub-menu or the exit screen. 
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Part 10 : Exit Instructions 
The above screen is to obtain confirmation that the program is to b terminated. 
This screen is obtain when user clicks on the exit link in the main menu screen. 
Click on 'YA' if you wish to terminate and 'TIDAK' if don't wish to do so. 
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Part 11 : Glossary 
CD-ROM An input device used to read CDs located on the CPU 
drive 
Graphics A non-character based method of displaying information on a crccn, 
usually used for displaying pictures. 
Icon A visual symbol or picture used in a menu to represent a program or 
file or function. The program is usually initiated by using a mou c 
and clicking the mouse's button when the cursor is over the icon. 
Interactive Describe the mode of working in which there is a direct resp 
user's instructions as they are input. 
MB 
Menu-driven Describing a program that brains input by displaying a list of 
options (the menu) from which the user indicate hi ch i e. 
MegaByte. Unit of measure for the amount of memory on a 
computer. 
Mouse A device used to point at a location on a c mputer creen. It i 
moved around by hand on a flat urfacc. The rn vcmcnt n the 
surface correspond to the movement n th er en. lie ing n the 
button of the mou e initiate n acti n nth rcen. 
Multimedia Personal omputer. Mier ft minimum 
for hardware to be used ti r multimedia purp c. 
MPC 
Multimedia An application of computer technology that allow 
manipulation and pre entati n f dif er nt typ 
graphics, video, animation, audi ct . 
f dat . J.g. tc ·t, 
Program A list of instructions which ar 
user's requirements. 
RAM Random-Access mern 1. mt.;1110 1 whi ih an read and 
written to. 
User 
Interface 
The means of cornrnuni .ating b t • •n a human l 111 e111d a 
c mput r. 
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GLOSSARY 
AIFF 
(Audio Interchange File Format) A format develope y Apple 
Computer for storing high-quality sampled audio an mus'c J 
instrument information.It can be played on PC and Mac, and 
is used by some professional audio software packages. 
CD-ROM 
Compact Disc Read-Only Memory.An optical disk ha s 
physically the same as an audio CD, but contains computer 
data. Storage capacity is about 680 megabytes. CD-ROMs are 
interchangeable between different types of computers. 
GIF 
Graphics Interchange Forma .A ormat used for d · s y n 
bitmap images on World Wide We _ages, usually call e a 
"gif" because . gif is he filename ex ·ens ion. These · les 
use lossless compression and can have 25 colo s. 
MPEG 
(Audio Interchange File 
Standards Organization) 
Forma) .l.An ISO 
g oup ·at sets 
(In rna ·onal 
s anda or 
compre sing and storing video, 
digital form. 2.The standards se 
lossy compression me hod. 
a io, an an·ma on jn 
oy his grou .MPEG is a 
PNG 
Portable Nelwo k Gra h'cs m ( il n m x n ion) . 
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RGB 
Red, Green, Blue. The three primary colors of ligh wh'ch, 
mixed together in various proportions, produce all he 
other colors. In a color cathode ray tube hrec l cc· on 
guns direct these three colors of light al the sc reen j n 
separate beams. 
UI 
User interface.The combination of hardware and soflware 
that makes it possible for a user to interact with a 
computer or other device. 
WAV 
A digitized sound file format for Micro~0fl Windows, wh'ch 
has ".WAV" as the filename extension. 
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